





















































































































Fig.1 Laws of coordination lead to generation of peripheral 
movement patterns based on the desired Jask similar to 
how the generative grammar leads to different phrasesヲ



























Table1 Amount of component coupling in movement and 
language. Complexities in movement and language 
increases markedly as the coupling among components 
Increases. 
Movement Language 
Simple movement Word 
Serial movement Phrase， Clause 
Output chunking Sentence 











































































するようになる (Schmidt，1991， Rink， 2002)。
Fig.2 Part practice effectiveness decreases markedly as 
the interaction among task components increases 
(Schmidt， 1991). 
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lnui and Katsura (2002)は力を抜くタップを伴うタッ
ピンダ系列におけるタイミングと力の制御の発達を検討
した。 7才から 20才までの被験者が力パターン (300




































Fig.3 Means of peak force (top) and intertap interval 
(bottom) for the five age groups. Horizontal lines as the 
two target forces (300g and 100g) in the top panel and a 
target intertap interval (400ms) in the bottom panel 
indicate deviations from the targets. From left to right， 
the columns withineach age group correspond to serial 
positions 1 to 4 (Inui and Katsura， 2002). 
力とタイミングの情報処理における加齢の違いは， 4 
つのタップを 1つのチャンクとして反応できるかどうか
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Fig.4 Reaction times戸ndanticipatory reaction times for individuals of four groups in a task of tracking a serial pattern. Figures 
show 120 responses of 10 college students (A)， and 7 adolescents with mental retardation (8)， 8 with autism (C)， and 3 
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Applications of the structure of human movement to sport education 
N obuyuki INUI * ， Hiroshi HATT‘A*¥Yumi KATSURA ** ， 
ToshikO ISHIDA **** ， Shinji TADA *料
(Key words: language， structure， chunk) 
Summary: The system of production of human movements is likely to have many similar features with the system of production 
of phrases. The laws of movement coordination may be considered similar to the laws of grammar.百lesystem of production of 
language generates phrases， sentences， and paragraphs by coupling words. Similarly， the system of motor control puts out a 
movement into environment as a chunk.. Therefore， the chunk of movement must be organized during motor leaming. To 
encourage the movement-output chunking in teaching games and sports， itis better to practice a motor skil as a whole. The more 
the components of a skil interact with each other， the less the e町民tivenessof p訂tpractice.For motor organization of serial 
reactions， furthermore， one component is to temporally chunk the whole series of reactions (“temporal component")， and another 
is to accurately coordinate the timing of individual responses with individual stimuli (“spatial component''). The findings of the 
present and our previous studies suggest that the movement-output churiking as the temporal component is regarded as a 
developmental milestone in the control of timing and force in serial reactions. 
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